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monolayer, [ 27 ]  further pushing the band gap of layered materials 
to the middle-wavelength infrared regime (MWIR, 0.3 eV corre-
sponds to a wavelength of 4.13 µm). Therefore, a broad spectral 
range has now been covered by the above-mentioned layered 
materials. Nevertheless, there is a technologically important 
wavelength range, the long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) regime, 
which still cannot be readily covered by the 2D layered mate-
rials mentioned above. This particular electromagnetic spectral 
range is important for a range of applications such as range 
fi nding using LIDAR (light radar) systems because the earth 
atmosphere (mostly H 2 O, O 3 , and CO 2 ) has good transparency 
in this spectral range (starting at around 8 µm). Therefore, new 
layered semiconducting materials that cover this distinct elec-
tromagnetic spectral range are desirable for the realization of 
devices and systems based on all 2D layered materials. 

 Alloying is a general strategy that has been used for tuning 
the properties of materials for thousands of years. Graphene, 
BN, and TMDCs with tunable properties can be synthesized via 
such alloying or doping methods. [ 6,23,25,26 ]  It has been shown two 
decades ago that arsenic can be incorporated into b-P via a high 
pressure process, and these materials show superconducting 
properties at around 10 K. [ 28 ]  Here, we introduce a family of 
layered semiconductors, black arsenic–phosphorus (b-AsP), 
via a new synthetic approach adopting the alloying strategy. 
Our method involves the synthesis of layered b-AsP materials 
with different and tunable compositions (b-As  x  P 1− x  , with  x  in 
the range of 0–0.83), using a novel mineralizer-assisted short 
way chemical transport reaction (see the Experimental Section). 
More importantly, thanks to the good tunability of the chemical 
compositions, we demonstrate that these layered b-AsP mate-
rials have fully tunable band gaps and optical properties that 
cover long wavelengths down to around 0.15 eV (corresponds 
to a wavelength of 8.27 µm, LWIR regime). 

 A new synthetic route is used for the synthesis of b-AsP in 
this study, which uses ultrapure gray arsenic and red phos-
phorus as starting materials. This new route was developed 
based on our earlier work  [ 29,30 ]  and inspired by the work on 
the synthesis of b-P. [ 17,31,32 ]  The as-synthesized materials are 
black shin fl akes or needle-like structures. X-ray diffraction 
(Figure S1, Supporting Information) [ 30 ]  and transmission elec-
tron microscopy (Figure S2, Supporting Information) charac-
terization shows that this family of layered b-AsP materials, 
similar to b-P, have orthorhombic structure with a puckered 

  In recent years, 2D layered materials, including graphene, [ 1–3 ]  
hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), [ 4–6 ]  transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDCs), [ 7–12 ]  and black phosphorus (b-P), [ 13–19 ]  have 
attracted signifi cant interest due to their unique electronic, 
optical, and mechanical properties. To date, these 2D layered 
materials have covered a wide electromagnetic spectral range 
including metals, semimetals, semiconductors, and insulators. 
Specifi cally, monolayer graphene is a semimetal which exhibits 
a zero band gap in its natural state and strong electrical fi eld 
can be used in order to create a band gap in bilayer graphene. [ 20 ]  
On the other end of the spectrum, h-BN is an insulator with a 
large band gap of around 6 eV, which extends into the middle 
ultraviolent regime. TMDCs have a formula of MX 2 , where M 
is a transition metal element and X is a chalcogen element. 
TMDCs can be either metals or semiconductors, depending on 
the transition elements. [ 21 ]  The most heavily studied TMDCs so 
far (M = Mo or W, and X = S, Se, or Te) possess band gaps in 
the range from around 1.0 to 1.9 eV via tuning the chemical 
compositions, layer numbers, and strains of the materials. [ 21–26 ]  
These TMDC materials fi ll up part of the gap between gra-
phene and h-BN in the electromagnetic spectra. One of the 
newest members of the 2D layered material family is b-P, [ 13–16 ]  
which is a semiconductor exhibiting a moderate band gap 
of around 0.3 eV in its bulk form and up to 2.2 eV as in a 
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honeycomb lattice (A17 type structure, see  Figure    1  a,b). Arsenic 
and phosphorus atoms are distributed in the materials and 
the volume of the unit cell increases with increasing arsenic 
content (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Therefore, these 
b-AsP materials have strong in-plane covalent bonding and 
weak interlayer van der Walls interactions, sharing the common 
features with many other layered 2D materials.  

 These layered b-AsP materials can be mechanically exfoli-
ated into thin fl akes down to atomic layers. Figure  1 c shows 
an atomic-force microscopy (AFM) image of a b-As 0.83 P 0.17  fl ake 
with a thickness of 1.3 nm, corresponding to two atomic layers. 
Interestingly, during exfoliation experiments, we found that the 
diffi culty in exfoliating these materials increases as the arsenic 
content increases in the b-AsP materials; an indication of the 
enhanced interlayer interaction for materials with high arsenic 
content. This phenomenon may shed light on future studies of 
the strength of interlayer van der Walls interactions in layered 
materials of group V elements. 

 To study the charge transport properties in these mate-
rials, we fabricated back-gate fi eld-effect transistors (FETs) 
using exfoliated b-As 0.83 P 0.17  fl akes as channel materials. 
The samples were exfoliated onto Si substrates covered with 
300 nm SiO 2  layer and the devices were fabricated using 
e-beam lithography. The metal contact was Ti/Au with thick-
ness of 1/50 nm or 5/50 nm.  Figure    2  a shows a 3D AFM 
image of a typical b-AsP FET, which possesses a channel 
length of 1.3 µm and a channel width of 2 µm. We found that 
for thick b-AsP samples (>20–30 nm in thickness), the devices 
are highly conductive and exhibit very weak gate dependence 
due to screening effect (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Infor-
mation). When the fl akes become thin, increased gate mod-
ulation to the channel conductance was observed. Figure  2 b 

shows the transfer curves of a 15 nm thick b-As 0.83 P 0.17  fl ake 
at different bias voltages. This device shows a hole mobility of 
110 cm 2  V −1  s −1  under two-terminal confi guration. Figure  2 c 
shows transfer curve of a thin (5 nm) b-As 0.83 P 0.17  fl ake. This 
device shows ambipolar transport behavior and an on/off cur-
rent ratio of 1.9 × 10 3 . These transport measurements reveal 
the semiconducting nature of b-AsP materials.  

 One major motivation of studying layered b-AsP mate-
rials is whether we can tune the band gaps of these materials 
by tuning the chemical compositions. We used polarization-
resolved infrared absorption spectroscopy to measure the 
band gaps as well as anisotropic behavior of b-AsP.  Figure    3  a 
shows infrared absorption spectra of b-As 0.83 P 0.17 , which has 
the highest arsenic content in this study. The results show that 
this material has an absorption edge of around 1250 cm −1 , cor-
responding to a band gap of 0.15 eV. Noticeably, this band gap 
is only half of the band gap of b-P (around 0.3 eV) and reaches 
the LWIR regime. Moreover, the polarization-resolved infrared 
absorption spectra clearly show the anisotropic absorption 
behavior of b-As 0.83 P 0.17  (Figure  3 a). A full list of polarization-
resolved spectra with an angle step of 15° are shown in Figure 
S5 (Supporting Information), and for clarity, only four spectra 
are shown in Figure  3 a. Quantitative analysis of the absorption 
intensity at 2200 cm −1  is exhibited in Figure  3 b. The absorption 
maximum is found at an angle of 135°, which is close to the  x -
axis of the fl ake (see Figure  1 a,b) with an error of less than 7.5° 
(due to the use of 15° angle step during experiments). Accord-
ingly, the absorption minimum is located at an angle of 45°, 
with is close to the  y -axis of the fl ake.  

 We performed systematic polarization-resolved infrared 
absorption studies on a family of b-As  x  P 1− x   with different 
 x  values of 0, 0.25, 0.4, and 0.83. Figure  3 c shows a collection 
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 Figure 1.     Structure and exfoliation of layered b-AsP. a) Side view and b) top view of b-AsP. This family of layered materials has orthorhombic lattice 
with puckered honeycomb structure (A17 type). The arsenic and phosphorus atoms are distributed within each layer and their concentrations are tun-
able. c) An AFM image of an exfoliated bilayer b-As 0.83 P 0.17  fl ake with a thickness of ≈1.3 nm.
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of infrared absorption spectra for b-AsP with different com-
positions. A clear shift of the absorption edges to shorter 
wavelengths with increasing  x  in b-As  x  P 1− x   is observed, con-
fi rming that the band gaps of b-As  x  P 1− x   change with the 
chemical composition of the material. This result provides 
the basis for applications of these layered b-AsP materials in 
a variety of fi elds including electronics and optoelectronics, 
such as middle to long-wavelength infrared photodetection and 
optical imaging. 

 We have conducted infrared absorption measurements on 
these materials and collected a total of around 80 spectra for 
statistical analysis. Figure  3 d shows a summary of the results 
based on multiple spectra taken for each composition. It should 
be noted that all the fl akes measured in Figure  3 d are rela-
tively thick ones with thicknesses greater than 30 nm. One can 
clearly see that the band gaps decrease with increasing arsenic 
content in the b-As  x  P 1− x   materials. Noticeably, the band gaps 
of these layered b-As  x  P 1− x   materials can be fully tuned over 
the range from 0.3 eV (in the case of b-As 0 P 1 , i.e., pure b-P) 
to 0.15 eV (in b-As 0.83 P 0.17 ). Further increasing the arsenic 
content, for example, up to pure black arsenic (b-As, here we 
refer to orthorhombic structure arsenic, A17 type structure), 
may push the band gap to the even longer wavelength regime. 
Recent revPBE-van der Waals calculations show that pure b-As 
is a metal with zero band gap in bulk and exhibits high charge 
carrier mobilities in few layer form. [ 33 ]  So far, there has been 
no success in the synthesis of pure b-As due to its metasta-
bility and the lack of suitable synthesis strategies. [ 30 ]  We note 
that due to the applied short way vapor transport reaction, a 
variation of the composition within one sample is possible. We 
have crosschecked multiple crystals of each batch by energy-dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and found that the contents 
of arsenic and phosphorus (As/P ratio) fall into a reasonably 
narrow range. Therefore, a small variation of composition of 
the materials does not change the big picture of composition-
dependent band gaps we reported in this study. 

 Interestingly, one can discern from Figure  3 d that the band 
gaps of the b-As  x  P 1− x   decrease sharply when the arsenic con-
tent changed from 0 to 0.25 and then decrease less signifi cantly 
when the arsenic content changes from 0.25 to 0.4 and further 
to 0.83. The results suggest that the band gaps do not scale 
linearly with the content of arsenic or phosphorus. The gen-
eral trend of composition-dependent band gaps obtained from 
infrared absorption measurements shows agreement with our 
density-functional theory (DFT) calculations shown in Table S1 
(Supporting Information). 

 We have further substantiated the anisotropic properties 
of these b-As  x  P 1− x   materials via polarization-resolved Raman 
spectroscopy studies. Here, we use b-As 0.83 P 0.17  as an example 
to present this behavior. In our experiments, light is linearly 
incident from the  z -direction, is polarized in the  x – y  plane, 
and the detection is in the  z -direction and unpolarized. The 
wavelength of laser is 532 nm and the spot size is ≈1 µm. We 
fi rst compared the Raman spectra of b-As 0.83 P 0.17  with pure 
b-P and b-As. For b-As, since there have been no reports on 
the synthesis and Raman characterization of this material so 
far, we therefore calculated its Raman spectra. It can be seen 
that the characteristic peaks of these systems are quite different 
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 Figure 2.     FET of back-gate black arsenic–phosphorus. a) An AFM image 
of a b-AsP FET. The channel length and width of the device are 1.3 and 
2 µm as highlighted using white arrows. b) Transfer curves of a represent-
ative thick b-As 0.83 P 0.17  fl ake. The thickness of the fl ake is around 15 nm 
and the hole mobility of this device is 110 cm 2  V −1  s −1 . c) Transfer curve 
of a thin b-As 0.83 P 0.17  fl ake in semilog scale and linear scale (inset). The 
device shows am-bipolar behavior and an on/off current ratio of 1.9 × 10 3  
at hole side (p-branch). The thickness of the fl ake is around 5 nm. The 
substrates are Si/SiO 2  (300 nm).
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 (Figures S6 and S7, and Table S2, Supporting Information), 
indicating different vibrational properties. The Raman spectra 
of b-P have been well documented, and three major peaks are 
observed, including the out-of-plane A g  1  peak at 363 cm −1 , the 
in-plane B 2g  peak at 440 cm −1 , and the in-plane A g  2  peak at 
467 cm −1 . These experimental observations are consistent with 
our calculations (Figure S7 and Table S2, Supporting Informa-
tion) and recent reports on the Raman spectra of b-P. [ 13–16,27 ]  
For b-As, our calculations indicate the A g  1  peak at 237 cm −1 , the 
B 2g  peak at 241 cm −1 , and the A g  2  peak at 273 cm −1  (Figure S7 
and Table S2, Supporting Information). 

 As a contrast, b-As 0.83 P 0.17  exhibits more Raman peaks 
( Figures    4  a and S5, Supporting Information) than both b-P and 
b-As, in good accordance with the occurrence of heteroatomic 

arsenic-phosphorus bonds. One can see that the Raman spectra 
of b-As 0.83 P 0.17  can be divided into three major regimes, low fre-
quency (≈200–300 cm −1 ), medium frequency (≈300–380 cm −1 ), 
and high frequency (≈380–500 cm −1 ) regimes. Dependent on 
the grade of substitution of phosphorus by arsenic, we observed 
that the relative intensity of peaks at each regime varies signifi -
cantly. Specifi cally for b-As 0.83 P 0.17 , the three peaks from low 
frequency regime (≈200–300 cm −1 ), i.e., 224, 233, and 256 cm −1 , 
dominate the spectra. We have assigned these peaks to A g  1 , 
B 2g , and A g  2  modes of b-As 0.83 P 0.17 . There are systematical 
blueshifts in peak positions compared with our calculated data 
on pure b-As (Table S2, Supporting Information), because the 
existence of phosphorus atoms in b-As 0.83 P 0.17  can blueshift the 
Raman peaks of b-As. With increasing the phosphorus content, 
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 Figure 3.     Anisotropic layered black arsenic–phosphorus semiconductors with tunable electronic and optical properties. a) Polarization-resolved 
infrared absorption spectra of b-As 0.83 P 0.17  materials at different polarization angles, showing clearly polarization-dependent absorption behavior. The 
inset is the optical microscopy image of the fl ake and the polarization angle indication. The thickness of this fl ake is 122 nm based on AFM measure-
ments. For clarify, only four curves with angles of 45°, 75°, 105°, and 135° were shown. A collection of all 13 spectra from 0° to 165° are shown in 
Figure S5 (Supporting Information). b) Dependence of the extinction intensity at 2200 cm −1  with polarization angles. c) Plots of infrared absorption of 
different b-As  x  P 1− x   samples, showing the involution of band gaps with tuning  x  in b-As  x  P 1− x   materials. The  x  is the nominal composition of arsenic, which 
corresponds to 0, 0.25, 0.40, and 0.83 in this work. Note that the absolute extinction values of the spectra in plot c cannot be compared directly, since 
the fl ake thicknesses and sizes are different for different samples. d) Summary of  x -dependent band gaps of b-As  x  P 1− x  . Each data point corresponds to 
a measurement from either different polarization angle of the same fl ake or from different fl akes of the same composition. The thickness of the b-AsP 
fl akes is >30 nm in these IR measurements.
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the peaks gradually shift toward medium and high frequency 
regimes (Figure  4 a).  

 In the b-AsP materials, several different bonds may exist 
including arsenic–arsenic, phosphorus–phosphorus, and 
arsenic–phosphorus. Therefore, it is reasonable that b-AsP 
would exhibit more Raman peaks than pure b-P or b-As, as 
Raman scattering probes a range corresponding to second 
or further neighbors and is sensitive to the short-range order 
beyond the nearest neighbors. In general, we expect a defi ned 
separation of the homoatomic arsenic–arsenic and phos-
phorus–phosphorus peaks and the heteroatomic arsenic–phos-
phorus peaks in the spectra. The homoatomic phosphorus–
phosphorus peaks in b-P are located in the spectral region 
larger than 380 cm −1 . Homoatomic arsenic–arsenic peaks can 
be found in the region below 300 cm −1 . Raman studies on 
b-As  x  P 1− x   fl akes with different  x  values reveal that for mate-
rials with high content of phosphorus, the characteristic peaks 
from b-P largely remain similar, except a slight redshift of the 
b-P peaks (Figure  4 a). This fi nding is in accordance with the 
increasing amount of phosphorus–phosphorus bonds and the 
decreasing contribution of arsenic–arsenic bonds, as well as 
the change in bond strength and bond lengths in the system 
upon substitution. With increasing arsenic concentration, the 
phosphorus–phosphorus peaks gradually become weaker and 
weaker, and new arsenic–phosphorus peaks appear in the 
middle frequency regime and arsenic–arsenic peaks appear in 
the low frequency regime (Figure  4 a). We also calculated the 
Raman spectra of b-AsP systems and found that the phos-
phorus–arsenic peaks are predicted to occur in the range 
from 300 to 380 cm −1  (Figure S7 and Table S2, Supporting 
Information), showing good agreement with the experimental 
observations. 

 Now let us focus on the polarization behavior of these 
Raman peaks. Figure  4 b presents the polarization-resolved 
Raman spectra of a b-As 0.83 P 0.17  fl ake at different incident laser 
polarization angles. A clear polarization dependence of the 
Raman behavior is observed, further confi rming the anisotropic 
properties of these b-AsP materials as revealed from infrared 
absorption studies. The three major peaks (located at 256, 233, 
and 224 cm −1 ) show polarization-dependent Raman inten-
sity, as exhibited in Figure  4 c. The observed angle-dependent 
Raman intensities are related to the structure of Raman tensors 
for each peak. Via these polarization-resolved Raman experi-
ments, we found the following (see Figure S6, Supporting 
Information, and Figure  4 c): (i) The exfoliated thin b-AsP fl akes 
(<5 nm) are still crystalline since they exhibit similar Raman 
features with the bulk, (ii) Raman spectra from thick (>20 nm) 
and thin (<5 nm) fl akes show similar characteristics in terms of 
the number of peaks, peak frequency, and peak–peak distance, 
(iii) there is no noticeable shift in the peak frequency for spectra 
collected at different incident laser polarization angles, and (iv) 
the maximum intensities for different peaks appear at different 
polarization angles, which is an indication of signifi cant differ-
ences in their Raman tensors. We have performed polarization-
resolved Raman studies on seven fl akes and they show con-
sistent polarization-dependent Raman intensity phenomena. 

 In conclusion, we have introduced a new family of lay-
ered semiconducting materials, black arsenic–phosphorus 
(b-As  x  P 1− x  ). We show that these layered materials can be 
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 Figure 4.   Polarization-resolved micro-Raman spectroscopic characteriza-
tion of b-As 0.83 P 0.17 . a) Raman spectra of b-AsP with different chemical 
compositions, showing the evolution of Raman peaks with changing 
arsenic content. b) Polarization-dependent Raman spectra of a b-As 0.83 P 0.17  
sample at different polarization angles of 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. Clear 
polarization-dependent Raman intensities can be discerned. The inset is 
the optical microscopy image of the fl ake and the polarization angle indi-
cation. c) Polar maps of the intensity of Raman peaks at 256, 233, and 
224 cm −1 , which correspond to A g  1 , B 2g , and A g  1  modes of b-As 0.83 P 0.17 , 
showing clear polarization-dependent Raman intensities. The excitation 
laser wavelength is 532 nm and the laser size is around 1 µm.
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rationally synthesized with highly tunable chemical composi-
tions and can be exfoliated down to a few atomic layers. Electron 
transport measurements reveal the semiconducting nature of 
these materials. Through infrared absorption studies, we dem-
onstrate that these layered b-AsP materials are semiconductors 
with tunable electronic and optical properties, via tuning the 
chemical compositions during material synthesis. Noticeably, 
this family of b-AsP materials fi lls up an interesting and techno-
logically important gap in the LWIR regime in the electromag-
netic spectra, which cannot be readily achieved by other 2D lay-
ered materials so far. Polarization-resolved infrared absorption 
and polarization-resolved Raman scattering studies reveal the 
in-plane anisotropic properties of these materials. Therefore, the 
layered b-AsP materials reported in this study contribute to the 
fabrication of functional devices based on all 2D layered mate-
rials. We envision that this family of new layered semiconduc-
tors with tunable band gaps in the LWIR regime, as well as with 
anisotropic properties, may fi nd unique applications for elec-
tronic and optoelectronics devices operate at infrared regime.  

  Experimental Section 
  Synthesis of Composition-Tunable b-As x P 1−x  : b-As  x  P 1   −x   samples with 

different nominal compositions were synthesized using a vapor 
transport method. Specifi cally, b-P (b-As 0 P 1 ), b-As 0.25 P 0.75 , and b-As 0.4 P 0.6  
samples were prepared from a mixture of gray arsenic (Chempur, 
99.9999%) and red phosphorus (Chempur, 99.999 + %) with molar ratio 
of 0:1, 1:3, and 2:3, respectively. Tin/tin (IV) iodide (Sn/SnI 4  = 10/5 mg 
per 250 mg batch) were added to the starting materials and acted as 
mineralizer additives to allow phase formation and crystal growth. All 
chemicals were enclosed in evacuated silica glass ampoules (length: 
100 mm; inner diameter: 8 mm) during the reaction. 

 Synthesis of b-P and b-As 0.25 P 0.75  samples was performed in a 
Nabertherm furnace (L3/11/P330). The following heating program was 
applied. (i) Heating the starting materials up to 650 °C within 8 h and 
holding for 5 h at this temperature, (ii) cooling down to 550 °C within 
7.5 h and holding for 6 h at this temperature, (iii) further cooling down 
to 500 °C and holding for 8 h at this temperature, and (IV) cooling 
down to room temperature within 20 h. The b-As 0.4 P 0.6  samples were 
synthesized using a Nabertherm furnace (L3/11/P320) and the heating 
program was changed to: (i) heating to 550 °C within 8 h and holding 
for 6 h at this temperature, (ii) cooling down to 500 °C within 2 h and 
holding for 8 h at this temperature, and (iii) cooling down to room 
temperature within 20 h. 

 The b-As 0.83 P 0.17  samples were prepared from a mixture of gray 
arsenic (Chempur, 99.9999%) and red phosphorus (Chempur, 99.999 + %) 
and with a molar ratio 83:17. The mineralizing agent was lead (II) 
iodide (PbI 2 , 12 mg per 625 mg batch). The chemicals were enclosed in 
evacuated silica glass ampoules during reaction (length: 100 mm, inner 
diameter: 10 mm). Synthesis was performed in a Nabertherm furnace 
(L3/11/P330). The following heating program was applied: (i) heating 
up to 550 °C within 8 h and holding for 84 h at this temperature and 
(ii) cooling down to room temperature within 20 h. 

 After synthesis, bulk b-AsP samples were mechanically exfoliated into 
fl akes using a Scotch tape for optical and electrical measurements. 

  b-AsP Characterization : The AFM studies were performed using a 
Digital Instrument Dimensional 3100 AFM in tapping mode. We found 
that thin b-AsP fl akes, similar to b-P samples, experience degradation 
when exposed to air. For b-AsP fl akes covered with poly(methyl 
methacrylate (PMMA) layer or stored in argon glove box, they were 
stable and no noticeable degradation was observed over several month 
periods (Figure S8, Supporting Information). 

 Caution: In the case of handling b-AsP in oxygen or humid 
atmosphere, the formation of As 2 O 3 , which represents one of the 

major toxic components in the system, cannot be fully suppressed. 
Consequently, cautions should be taken when handling this material. 

  Device Fabrication and Measurements : Back-gate b-AsP FETs were 
fabricated using e-beam lithography. The metal contact was Ti/Au with 
thicknesses of 1/50 nm or 5/50 nm. The device measurements were 
performed using Agilent 4156B semiconductor parameter analyzer 
under two-terminal confi guration in ambient condition. 

  Polarized Infrared Absorption Studies : Polarization-resolved infrared 
spectroscopic studies were performed in the 600–6000 cm −1  range 
using a Bruker optics Fourier transfer infrared spectrometer (Vertex 70) 
integrated with a Hyperion 2000 microscope system. The polarization 
angle of the incident light was adjusted using an infrared polarizer with 
an angle step of 15° or 30°. A 36x objective was used to collect the signal 
and the beam size was around 35 µm. The experiments were done in 
ambient condition. 

  Polarized Raman Studies : Polarization-resolved Raman studies were 
performed using a Renishaw micro Raman system with an excitation 
laser wavelength of 532 nm and beam size of ≈1 µm. The laser incident 
from  z -direction and was linearly polarized in the  x – y  plane. The 
polarization direction of the laser was adjusted using a half-wavelength 
plate with an angle step of 15°. The detection was along the  z -direction 
and was unpolarized. The samples were loaded into a vacuum chamber, 
and the laser power was kept around 5 µW to avoid sample degradation 
during Raman measurements. The spectrum integration time was 60 s. 
No obvious degradation of b-AsP was observed after a series of Raman 
measurements in vacuum. 

  DFT Calculations : First principles calculations were performed within 
the framework of DFT with Generalized Gradient Approximation-Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) functionals and Grimme D2 corrections for 
van der Waals interactions, to calculate the band gap and vibrational 
properties of b-AsP system. More details of the calculations are shown 
in the Supporting Information.  

  Supporting Information 
 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.  
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